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Featured articles and news

Shaping well-being

Nobel Laureate Daniel Kahneman looks at shaping well-being into
the future of urban communities. Are we doing the right thing?

Grand Designs Live

Designing Buildings Wiki was
given a private tour of Kevin
McCloud's 2017 Green
Heroes.

ICE manifesto

Nick Baveystock, ICE Director
General, explains ICE's
election 'manifesto'.

Data centre management

BSRIA's top 10 tips for
efficient data centre
management.

Indian infrastructure

India needs to build more
infrastructure fast. Here’s how.

Sustainable suppliers

Sika adopt six target
indicators which encompass
the three traditional pillars of
sustainability.

Novation

A quick introduction the
process of novation.

FMB 5 point plan

5 policy areas FMB would like
to see in the election
manifestos.

Featured building

As Prince Philip announces his retirement from royal duties, read
about the history of the monarchy's symbolic home.

Around the web

UK-GBC, 4 May

UK-GBC announce their key
manifesto recommendations.

Construction Manager, 4
May

Can councils meet the housing
challenge?

GCR, 4 May

New Dutch building features
concrete emoticons as
'emojitecture'.

Construction Enquirer, 4
May

Construction professionals
report problems with the
quality of new quantity
surveyors.

BIMplus, 4 May

Skanska uses 1:1 scale virtual
reality for onsite training.

Archdaily, 3 May

Experience cities from above
with these drone videos.

CIH, 3 May

Fixing the broken housing
market needs cross-party
consensus.

GCR, 3 May

MIT demonstrate a smart
solar-powered robot that can
build optimised structures.

BSRIA, 3 May

How do buildings affect our
wellbeing? Find out in this
BSRIA webinar.
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